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Milano United - Notes

1. # 17 drops between the 2 CB to collect the ball very often, plays
inbetween the 2 opposition lines

2. # 17 is playnaker and is technically very good, keeps possesion
well and doesnt give it away often

3. # 28 makes diagnol runs in between the 2 CB all the time, plays
off the furthest CB shoulder.

4. # 28 plays very isolated

5. Back 4 very organised, # 25 overweight and can be exploited.

6. Back 4 play out from the back, most passes out to # 25.

Overall Milano appear very difficult to break down. They are well organised and players defend in a well formed 4-1-4-1 formation, the
CF plays very isolated but works hard and covers a lot of ground. # 10 came on in the 2nd Half and makes very intelligent runs in
behind defenders.

Witbank Spurs - Notes

1. # 23 takes long throw ins into the box from the right hand side

2. # 4 / 5 swap at times at CB, # 4 is technicllay poor but relies on his size

3. # 4 / 5 split and FB go high from every goal kick, they like to play out from the back

Spurs change to a 5-3-2 when defending , the # 20 dropped in as another CB?, in the 2nd Half the # 8 dropped deeper in the midfield
and they seemed to be more organised as the opposition play with a single CF.

1st Half

Witbank Spurs - Notes

1. 2nd Half # 8 dropped into the lines to collect the ball, Spurs
looked far better

2. # 20 supported the forwards more

Milano United - Notes

1. # 10 replace goal scorer # 28, he made very intelligent runs
behind # 4 of the opposition and exploited the space to score a
goal

2. # 2 can be exploited for speed, and poor passing, 3 25 carry a
lot of weight.

2nd Half
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